In the winter McBroom cut up chunks of frozen wind. His children helped him. They put the chunks in the icehouse. In the summer they thawed the wind to cool off.

One winter Heck Jones lost a sock. He thought the McBrooms stole it. The next summer McBroom and his children saw something black fly by. They wondered what it could be. It was Heck Jones’s sock. It had been frozen with the wind. The sock flew back to Heck. It pulled itself right over his foot.

In the winter McBroom and his children cut up chunks of frozen wind and put them in the icehouse. In the summer they thawed the wind to cool off.

One winter Heck Jones lost a sock, and he thought the McBrooms stole it. The next summer McBroom and his children saw something black fly by. What could it be? It was Heck Jones’s sock! It had been frozen with the wind. The sock flew back to Heck and pulled itself right over his foot!

McBroom had never seen a sock do that. He wondered how it happened. McBroom thought maybe the smell of Heck’s feet attracted the sock. The smell made that sock behave like a homing pigeon.
Varying Sentence Types

In the winter McBroom cut up chunks of frozen wind. His children helped him. They put the chunks in the icehouse. In the summer they thawed the wind to cool off.

One winter Heck Jones lost a sock. He thought the McBrooms stole it. The next summer McBroom and his children saw something black fly by. They wondered what it could be. It was Heck Jones’s sock. It had been frozen with the wind. The sock flew back to Heck. It pulled itself right over his foot.

In the winter McBroom and his children cut up chunks of frozen wind and put them in the icehouse. In the summer they thawed the wind to cool off.

One winter Heck Jones lost a sock, and he thought the McBrooms stole it. The next summer McBroom and his children saw something black fly by. What could it be? It was Heck Jones’s sock! It had been frozen with the wind. The sock flew back to Heck and pulled itself right over his foot!

McBroom had never seen a sock do that. He wondered how it happened. McBroom thought maybe the smell of Heck’s feet attracted the sock. The smell made that sock behave like a homing pigeon.

Sample response:

McBroom had never seen a sock do that. How did it happen? McBroom thought maybe the smell of Heck’s feet attracted the sock and made that sock behave like a homing pigeon.